The force of season three's ending stems from tensions in serial television drama between the conclusive and the ongoing. The meeting of the fatal gunshot with the season's terminal cut to black marks Jesse's sudden murder of Gale as a terrible act of completion. At the same time, no small weight is carried in our felt awareness of how this must deform whatever remains of Jesse's life yet to be lived. The ending thus ach ieves its poise between a sense of events being irrevocably sealed and of their persisting force into a future they promise to always shape and limit. There are of course many celebrated films that similarly end by evoking the past's sometimes inescapable restriction of what may be possible in the future. The pathos of the final moments of Nicholas Ray's In a Lonely Place (1950) , for example, depends upon, in James Harvey's words, the characters' shared recognition of 'too lateness', seen in their capacity to 'accept what cannot be unsaid or undone'.
1 Another case is Jacques Tourneur's Out of the Past (1947) , in which the characters' histories leave them very little, but crucially some, just enough, room to act and so to retrieve a degree of their capacity to give intentional and therefore meaningful shape to their lives.
2
Breaking Bad is distinct from those cinematic examples in the way that, as an ongoing television serial, it allows or obliges us (those of us prepared to continue with it) to not just imagine but to actually see how its characters go on to live with their pasts. As Jacobs writes of the tragic death of William Bullock in Deadwood: 'Television series allow us to experience the "after" of such terrible events, and witness the upbuilding of life as it continues'.
3 Whatever hope we have in what comes 'after', though, may also be tensioned against a sense that the past has accrued such oppressive force that it is felt to constrict or suffocate future options for action or change.
Inheritance and Legacy in Season Four
This chapter explores the significance of how Breaking Bad's fourth season handles just such a sense of constriction and suffocation. My interpretation is informed in part by the fact that season four was produced amidst slow-moving behind-the-scenes negotiations concerning the show's future with AMC. For Gilligan and his team, these negotiations cast doubts upon the series' continuation, doubts that led to the final episode of season four, 'Face Off' (4.13), being provisionally intended to stand as the ultimate ending. 4 Yet by the time 'Face Off' screened in July 2011, AMC had agreed to a fifth and final season to be produced and broadcast across the following two years in two parts, each consisting of eight episodes.
5 My reading of season four explores how its unfolding design can be understood as a response to the situation (shared in different ways by both the show's writers and its characters) of being 'painted into a corner' by past events while at the same time sensing the shadow of an impending end. Crucial to the season's designs in this respect is its range of concerns with legacy, understood here as a matter of what can be left behind once something is finished. These two issues -the restrictions felt in the continued presence of the past, and the forward-looking desire for the achievement of a legacycome to be played out, and are examined in the chapter's two sections below, in a number of storylines that emerge as the season proceeds.
The early episodes of the season revolve around the variety of immobilising situations in which the central characters find themselves in the aftermath of season three's events. Despite their rebellion against Gus, Walt and Jesse must confront the fact that he is more forcefully in control of them than ever before, while at the same time Jesse remains haunted by his murder of Gale. Hank is literally paralysed by his wounds received in the cartel ambush; his condition is one in which Marie also seems trapped. And Skyler attempts to re-shape the publicly presented story of her recent past so that it lines up with the path down which Walt has taken them both. The choice to concentrate the main characters in these variously 'stuck' conditions manifests a kind of storytelling inertia, and so also represents the creators risking a potentially diminished audience investment in the series by deflating our sense of its dramatic stakes.
However, it is in just such a risk that Gilligan and his team find the thematic material upon which the season will work. The basis for this discovery is how the storylines that are sketched above are presented in ways that self-consciously reflect the storytelling difficulties that the writers of the series confront at this point in its existence. And this self-consciousness is handled so that it in turn reflects upon what it
